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Abstract Coupled ocean atmosphere general circulation

models (GCM) are typically coupled once every 24 h,

excluding the diurnal cycle from the upper ocean. Previous

studies attempting to examine the role of the diurnal cycle

of the upper ocean and particularly of diurnal SST vari-

ability have used models unable to resolve the processes of

interest. In part 1 of this study a high vertical resolution

ocean GCM configuration with modified physics was

developed that could resolve the diurnal cycle in the upper

ocean. In this study it is coupled every 3 h to atmospheric

GCM to examine the sensitivity of the mean climate simu-

lation and aspects of its variability to the inclusion of

diurnal ocean-atmosphere coupling.

The inclusion of the diurnal cycle leads to a tropics wide

increase in mean sea surface temperature (SST), with the

strongest signal being across the equatorial Pacific where

the warming increases from 0.2�C in the central and wes-

tern Pacific to over 0.3�C in the eastern equatorial Pacific.

Much of this warming is shown to be a direct consequence

of the rectification of daily mean SST by the diurnal vari-

ability of SST. The warming of the equatorial Pacific leads

to a redistribution of precipitation from the Inter tropical

convergence zone (ITCZ) toward the equator. In the wes-

tern Pacific there is an increase in precipitation between

Papa new guinea and 170�E of up to 1.2 mm/day,

improving the simulation compared to climatology.

Pacific sub tropical cells are increased in strength by

about 10%, in line with results of part 1 of this study, due to

the modification of the exchange of momentum between

the equatorially divergent Ekman currents and the geos-

tropic convergence at depth, effectively increasing the

dynamical response of the tropical Pacific to zonal wind

stresses.

During the spring relaxation of the Pacific trade winds, a

large diurnal cycle of SST increases the seasonal warming of

the equatorial Pacific. When the trade winds then re-inten-

sify, the increase in the dynamical response of the ocean

leads to a stronger equatorial upwelling. These two pro-

cesses both lead to stronger seasonal basin scale feedbacks

in the coupled system, increasing the strength of the sea-

sonal cycle of the tropical Pacific sector by around 10%.

This means that the diurnal cycle in the upper ocean plays a

part in the coupled feedbacks between ocean and atmo-

sphere that maintain the basic state and the timing of the

seasonal cycle of SST and trade winds in the tropical Pacific.

The Madden–Julian Oscillation (MJO) is examined by

use of a large scale MJO index, lag correlations and

composites of events. The inclusion of the diurnal cycle

leads to a reduction in overall MJO activity. Precipitation

composites show that the MJO is stronger and more

coherent when the diurnal cycle of coupling is resolved,

with the propagation and different phases being far more

distinct both locally and to larger lead times across the

tropical Indo-Pacific. Part one of this study showed that that

diurnal variability of SST is modulated by the MJO and

therefore increases the intraseasonal SST response to the

different phases of the MJO. Precipitation-based compo-

sites of SST variability confirm this increase in the coupled

simulations. It is argued that including this has increased
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the thermodynamical coupling of the ocean and atmo-

sphere on the timescale of the MJO (20–100 days),

accounting for the improvement in the MJO strength and

coherency seen in composites of precipitation and SST.

These results show that the diurnal cycle of ocean–

atmosphere interaction has profound impact on a range of

up-scale variability in the tropical climate and as such, it is

an important feature of the modelled climate system which

is currently either neglected or poorly resolved in state of

the art coupled models.

1 Introduction

1.1 Background

Due to the tight coupling of ocean and atmosphere, scale

interactions, i.e. the influence of small spatial scales and

high frequency temporal scales on the large scale, low

frequency variability of the climate system and vice versa,

play an important role in the tropical climate (Slingo et al.

2003). The Madden–Julian Oscillation (MJO) exemplifies

such scale interactions at work. Within the ‘active’ phase of

the MJO, satellite data have revealed interacting convective

activity over a range of scales from individual clouds, to

cloud clusters associated with synoptic-scale disturbances,

to super clusters or ensembles of clusters (Nakazawa 1988;

Lau et al. 2002). Additionally, the MJO itself is also

involved in scale interactions with various other phenomena

through which it exerts a broad and profound effect on the

climate system. Annamalai and Slingo (2001) show the link

between the MJO and active/break phases of the Asian

summer monsoon, while Lawrence and Webster (2001)

demonstrate the MJO’s relationship to the inter-annual

variability of the monsoon. Furthermore, surface westerly

wind bursts associated with the MJO over the western

Pacific can also trigger oceanic down-welling Kelvin waves

which are important in determining the strength and timing

of some El Niño events (McPhaden 1999; Kessler and

Kleeman 2000; Lengaigne et al. 2004).

These scale interactions, as well as the forcing of

atmospheric Rossby waves by the divergent outflow from

tropical convection which affects weather in the extra

tropics, mean that the ability of numerical models to

accurately represent the MJO is an important challenge for

weather and climate scientists. An accurate representation

of the MJO will ultimately require improvements in many

different aspects of the MJO from the coupling of con-

vection and atmospheric dynamics to the interaction of the

atmosphere with the upper ocean (Slingo et al. 2006).

The importance of ocean–atmosphere coupling in the

MJO has been demonstrated in numerous studies.

Observational studies such as Hendon and Glick (1997),

Shinoda et al. (1998), and Woolnough et al. (2000) show

coherent variations of sea surface temperature (SST) and

convection as the MJO propagates east, showing that the

atmosphere is able to force the ocean at these time scales.

Additionally Woolnough et al. (2001) have shown, with

idealised aqua-planet experiments, that eastward propa-

gating SST perturbations of the size and spatial extent

associated with the MJO, are able to drive atmospheric

convection on the temporal and spatial scale of the MJO.

These studies demonstrate between them the ability of the

ocean and atmosphere to force one another on the time

scale of the MJO, showing potential for the MJO to be

strongly modified by ocean-atmosphere interaction.

The importance of ocean–atmosphere coupling to the

MJO is also supported by its poor representation in atmo-

sphere only GCM (AGCM) (Slingo and co-authors 1996)

and its improvement when the AGCM is coupled to either a

mixed layer model (Waliser et al. 1999) or fully dynamical

ocean GCM (OGCM) (Inness and Slingo 2003; Lin et al.

2006; Rajendran and Kitoh 2006; Zhang et al. 2006).

However, though there is a broad consensus that ocean-

atmosphere coupling is important to the MJO (Slingo et al.

2006), the improvements in its representation due to

ocean–atmosphere coupling have often been limited and

have raised other issues such as the significance of the

basic state, particularly the low level winds in the western

Pacific (Inness et al. 2003). Inness and Slingo (2003) also

highlight that, though the coupled ocean–atmosphere GCM

(CGCM) they examine produces realistic magnitudes of

surface flux variability associated with the MJO, the SST

response is far smaller than observed suggesting that this is

due to shortcomings in the representation of the upper

ocean.

Observational studies from TOGA–COARE (Webster

and Lukas 1992) show evidence of large diurnal variability

of SST (Anderson et al. 1996) and an associated diurnal

cycle of cumulus congestus convection in the western

Pacific (Johnson et al. 1999) during the convectively sup-

pressed phase of the MJO. Slingo et al. (2003) cite the

implied ability of the ocean and atmosphere to force one

another even at diurnal time scales as providing potential

for a feedback on the MJO. The moistening of the free

troposphere by this shallow cumulus during the quiescent

phase of the MJO may act to ‘pre-condition’ the atmo-

sphere for the deep convection of the active phase, setting a

time scale for the MJO [c.f. the recharge discharge

hypothesis of Blade and Hartmann (1993)]. The subsequent

study of Bernie et al. (2005) (B05 from herein) used an

idealised one dimensional mixed layer model to show that

the direct rectification of the diurnal cycle of SST (Dsst)

onto the intraseasonal SST response to the MJO accounts

for about a third of its variability in the western Pacific
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during the TOGA–COARE period. They propose that the

diurnal cycle (specifically the lack of a properly resolved

diurnal cycle) is the cause of the small SST response to the

MJO noted by Inness and Slingo (2003). They further show

that a vertical resolution of around 1 m is needed in the

near surface to resolve Dsst and that therefore current state

of the art CGCM are unable to properly resolve the diurnal

cycle of ocean–atmosphere interaction. This was then

confirmed by the first part of this study, Bernie et al. (2007)

(B07 from herein), in which a high vertical resolution

OGCM with modified ocean physics was used to examine

the diurnal cycle in the upper ocean. In ocean-only

experiments, the Dsst in the Indo-Pacific warm pool was

shown to be modulated by the different phases of the MJO,

as in observations, and this modulation of Dsst increased

the magnitude of the intraseasonal SST response to the

MJO in agreement with the propositions of Shinoda and

Hendon (1998) and B05.

B07 also demonstrate that the diurnal cycle in the

upper ocean has an impact on the dynamical behaviour of

the tropical Pacific. Its inclusion lead to a modification of

the exchange of momentum between the equatorially

divergent Ekman layer and the convergent geostrophic

currents below. The impact of this increased ‘separation’

of meridional currents lead to sub tropical cells (STC)

which were around 10% stronger with the inclusion of the

diurnal cycle. This result has potentially important

implications for the modelling of the Walker circula-

tion—warm pool/cold tongue complex in the Pacific.

However, though the constrained nature of the experi-

ments in B07 was useful for examining ocean-only

mechanisms, the climate impacts of the dynamical sen-

sitivity of the tropical Pacific to the diurnal cycle can only

possibly be examined in coupled simulations including

full atmospheric feedbacks.

A recent study of Danabasoglu et al. (2006) (D06 from

herein) previously made a preliminary attempt to examine

the impact of Dsst in a coupled model. By their own

admission, D06 are unable to adequately resolve Dsst due

to the vertical ocean resolution of their model and they also

simply parameterise the diurnal cycle of ocean–atmosphere

coupling. In addition D06 do not identify or consider the

effect of the diurnal variability on ocean dynamics.

Moreover the focus of D06 is more on longer term equi-

librium and mean state than seasonal and intraseasonal

variability. Also the GFDL CM2.0 and CM2.1, Griffies

et al. (2005), also include an explicit diurnal coupling of

the ocean and atmosphere, but as in D06 the near surface

vertical resolution of the ocean in both (5 m) is too large to

be able to resolve the diurnal variability of mixed layer of

SST. As a consequence the present study is unique in its

ability to resolve the diurnal variability of the mixed layer

and of ocean–atmosphere interaction.

1.2 Scope of present study

The aim of this paper is to examine the impact of the

mechanisms highlighted in B07 on the diurnal to seasonal

variability of the coupled system, which are a consequence

of resolving the diurnal cycle in the upper ocean and of

ocean–atmosphere interaction. A coupled model is descri-

bed which incorporates the modified high vertical

resolution OGCM configuration in B07. This is then used

to examine the impact of the resolved diurnal cycle of

ocean–atmosphere coupling on the mean state and sea-

sonality of the tropics. The effect of the dynamical impact

of the diurnal cycle in the Pacific is a particular focus in

this section. The MJO is then examined to see what impact

the increased strength of coupling argued for in B07 has on

the strength and coherence of its simulation.

The structure of the remainder of the paper is as follows:

Sect. 2 outlines the methodology used in this study

including details of the model used, the experimental

design and the analysis techniques used. Sections 3 and 4

examine the dynamical impact of the diurnal cycle by

examination of the mean state and seasonal cycle of the

tropical Pacific respectively. Section 5 then examines the

impact of the diurnal cycle on the MJO through indices, lag

correlations and composite events. Discussions and con-

clusions are then presented in Sect. 6.

2 Methodology

2.1 The HadOPA coupled ocean–atmosphere GCM

The CGCM that is used throughout this study is HadOPA1

which consists of Hadley centre Atmospheric Model ver-

sion 3 (HadAM3) developed at the UK Met Office (Pope

et al. 2001), coupled to the French OPA OGCM (Madec

et al. 1998). The coupling between the two components is

performed using the Ocean Atmosphere Sea Ice Soil

(OASIS3) coupling software developed at CERFACS

(Valcke et al. 2004). HadOPA has previously been shown

to have a good representation of the tropical climate and its

variability, particularly the MJO (Inness et al. 2001) and El

Niño variability (Lengaigne et al. 2004; Guilyardi 2006).

OPA is based on the primitive equations (including

potential temperature, salinity and horizontal currents),

solved by finite difference schemes. Vertical mixing is

modelled with a prognostic turbulent kinetic energy (TKE)

scheme (Blanke and Delecluse 1993). A non-penetrative

convective adjustment scheme is used to remove instability

in the water column (Madec et al. 1991). Lateral mixing is

1 See http://www.met.rdg.ac.uk/*ericg/hadopa_project.html for

more details
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of a Laplacian type (Lengaigne et al. 2003) and acts along

isopycnals. The Gent and McWilliams (1990) eddy

induced velocity parameterisation is also used. The con-

figuration used throughout this study is ORCA2 which has

a zonal resolution of 2� while the meridional resolution

varies from 2� at high latitudes to 0.5� at low latitudes to

better resolve the equatorial wave guide. As the focus of

the paper is tropical, sea-ice is prescribed as a monthly

climatology of ice concentration from Chapman and Walsh

(1991). A 90 min time step has been chosen so that a 3

hourly flux resolution is coincident with time steps. A

linear free surface formulation is used as described in

Roullet and Madec (2000). The choice of a linear free

surface scheme, rather than non-linear, is a pragmatic one.

When using a the non-linear scheme the variation of free

surface height it is included as a variation of thickness of

the top model layer. The initial implementation of this

scheme in OPA was in a 10 m near surface vertical reso-

lution configuration, however in the 1 m vertical resolution

configuration used here (developed in B07) the thickness of

the top model layer would no doubt vanish or become

negative as global sea surface height variations are on the

order of a few meters. The linear solution includes all the

dynamical effects of the free surface height variation,

which are little affected by the linearisation, but essentially

assumes a constant volume and hence levels thickness

thereby avoiding the problem of vanishing level thickness.

It is worth noting that while this paper was in review a non-

linear free surface solution that avoids the problem of

vanishing surface layers has become available in OPA (and

the MITgcm) and future work will use this solution. The

full solution avoids the vanishing surface layer by distrib-

uting the variation in ocean height over the depth of the

ocean grid rather than the surface layer, as proposed as a

possibility in Roullet and Madec (2000). Finally on the free

surface, it is of note that the underlying assumptions of the

linearisation become less accurate at these higher resolu-

tions and the numerical implications of this have not been

investigated here as future plans will concentrate on the

non-linear free surface implementation.

In B07 a configuration of ORCA2 was developed to

resolve the diurnal cycle. A number of refinements to the

standard configuration of ORCA2 were needed to achieve

this. Firstly the vertical resolution is increased to 1 m

throughout the upper 100 m of the ocean following the

findings of B05. This is achieved by increasing the number

of vertical levels by a factor of ten producing a total of 301

levels. By taking this approach of increasing the number of

levels, rather than changing the relative vertical distribu-

tion of levels, the bathymetry is unchanged, thereby

allowing meaningful comparisons with the standard verti-

cal resolution configuration. Though no such comparison is

presented in this paper, details can be found in Bernie

(2006). In addition to the increased vertical resolution, the

advection scheme is changed to a more stable total vari-

ance dissipation (TVD) scheme in order to reduce the near

surface background vertical diffusivity towards observed

values. Finally a parametrisation of the effects of surface

wave breaking on near surface turbulence, developed by

Mellor and Blumberg (2004), is included to produce more

efficient turbulent mixing in moderate to high wind con-

ditions. Full details of these modifications and their

validation can be found in B07.

HadAM3 is a hydrostatic model on the Arakawa B-grid

with a horizontal resolution of 2.5� in latitude by 3.75� in

longitude. The vertical co-ordinates are hybrid eta giving a

transform from pure terrain following sigma co-ordinates

near the earth’s surface to pure pressure in the stratosphere.

Dry and moist convection are parameterised by a mass flux

scheme closed on surface buoyancy following Gregory and

Rowntree (1990). The version used here is described in

detail in Pope et al. (2001) with the exception of the ver-

tical resolution which has been increased from 19 levels to

30 levels improving the resolution in the mid troposphere

from around 100 to 50 hPa to better resolve tropical mid

level convection as done by Inness et al. (2001) who show

that this improves the simulation of the MJO in atmo-

sphere-only integrations of HadAM3. This increased

vertical resolution is done such that the height of the top

and bottom 3 model levels are unchanged. This means that

the flux calculations from the surface, which are sensitive

to the height of the first atmospheric level (Fairall et al.

2003 and references therein), are still appropriate in this

study. The land surface scheme is the Meteorological

Office Surface Exchange Scheme (MOSES) of Cox et al.

(1999).

It is worth detailing here that the atmospheric model

HadAM3, including the land surface scheme, already

includes some aspects of diurnal variability. There is a full

representation of the seasonal and diurnal variations of

incoming short wave radiation which interacts with the

atmosphere throughout the diurnal cycle. The short wave

radiation is then also able to produce a diurnal variability in

surface temperature, via the land surface scheme, which

can then act to destabilise the atmospheric boundary layer

and trigger atmospheric convection (c.f. Yang and Slingo

2001) so there is already substantial diurnal variability in

the atmospheric model. This is an important point as it

demonstrates that the flux calculations and convection

scheme used in the model are able to respond to diurnal

surface heating making it appropriate for a study of diurnal

ocean-atmosphere interaction. In the flux calculation the

model SST that is used for the flux calculations is the

temperature of the topmost model layer, in common with

many OGCMs, and so it is representing the well mixed

’bulk’ temperature of the ocean rather than the skin
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temperature. This assumption is not violated by the used of

a 1 m vertical near surface ocean resolution as the skin is or

the order of a few mm thick. Throughout the rest of this

study the temperature of the top model layer (0.5 m depth)

will be referred to as the SST. It is reiterated that in pre-

vious studies the lack of diurnal coupling and the low

vertical ocean resolution has excluded the diurnal cycle

from the ocean and crucially completely removed any Dsst

so that there is no possibility of a diurnal cycle of atmo-

spheric convection over the oceans driven by surface

heating.

2.2 Experimental design

The experimental aim is to perform two simulations that

are identical in every way except that one resolves the

diurnal cycle of ocean–atmosphere coupling and one does

not. As detailed previously there is already a resolved

diurnal cycle of the land surface and incoming short wave

radiation and so the lack of diurnal coupling and suffi-

cient resolution in the upper ocean excludes diurnal

variability of the ocean mixed layer and resulting Dsst.

Consequently the configuration of HadOPA used in this

study incorporates the version of ORCA2 detailed in B07

which can resolve the diurnal cycle in the upper ocean.

The first experiment has a coupling frequency of 1 day

and is called High vertical resolution Daily Mean cou-

pling (HDM). The other experiment, that resolves the

diurnal cycle, has a coupling frequency of 3 hours and is

called High vertical resolution Diurnal Cycle of coupling

(HDC).

The initial conditions are the same for each experiment.

The ocean component is spun up for 5 years from Levitus

temperature and salinity at rest, with a daily varying cli-

matology of surface fluxes from ERA-40 (Simmons and

Gibson (2000) using a 40 W m-2 K-1 linear feedback on

the SST towards that used in the ERA-40 reanalysis. This

5 years is referred to as the ‘forced spin-up’. After the

’forced spin-up’ the ocean is then coupled to the atmo-

sphere with an atmospheric initial condition from 1st of

January at the end of a 100 year simulation of a standard

vertical resolution (31 level ocean) HadOPA integration.

From this state a ’coupled spin-up’ of 5 years is per-

formed without the linear feedback on SST. Each

experiment is then run for 50 years with no flux adjust-

ment applied.

3 Mean state

Through its role in determining regions favourable to

convection, SST is central to the behaviour of the tropical

climate. Figure 1 shows the mean tropical SST used for the

AMIP project (Gates et al. 1998) (a) along with the 50 year

mean SST from HDM (b), HDC (c) and the difference

between HDC and HDM (d). The model captures the main

observed features with a similar fidelity of other contem-

porary models. It is also clear that both experiments are

more similar to each other than climatology with both

containing many of the classic systematic biases of CGCM

such as the warm waters of the west coast of Peru discussed

by Mechoso and co-authors (1995) amongst others. The

meridional extent of the Indo-Pacific warm pool, typically

marked by the 28�C isotherm, is too small in both experi-

ments and there is a general cool bias in both experiments

compared to climatology. The comparison of HDC and

HDM (Fig. 1d) shows that the inclusion of the diurnal

cycle has an impact throughout the tropics. There is a

climatological warming across the equatorial Pacific on the

order of 0.2�C whilst the eastern Pacific shows a warming

of up to 0.3�C. It is worth reiterating that in regions where

absolute SST is high ([28�C, i.e. the western Pacific warm

pool), a 0.2�C increase in SST can significantly affect

atmospheric convection. There is also a warming across the

Pacific at around 30�N which reaches 0.3�C. The Atlantic

and Indian oceans also show a warming signal though this

will not be examined in the present paper as the focus is on

the tropical Pacific and its variability, although it cannot be

ruled out that such a change is significant.

As demonstrated by B07 (and references therein) the

presence of Dsst increases the daily mean SST. Figure 1e

shows the climatological magnitude of Dsst in HDC as

seen by the atmosphere. If one assumes an idealised Dsst

in which the SST linearly increases from a nocturnal

minimum (the bulk mixed layer temperature) to a day

time maximum, and then linearly decreases again, the

‘‘rectification’’ of the daily mean SST by Dsst could be

expected to be on the order of half of the magnitude of

Dsst. Considering this value, the signal in Fig. 1e implies

that most of the warming across the equatorial Pacific

(10�N–10�S) in Fig. 1d is likely associated with direct

rectification by Dsst.

The change in precipitation that is brought about by the

inclusion of the diurnal cycle in HDC is shown in Fig. 2.

As with the SST, differences between HDC and HDM are

small compared to the pervasive biases of the model. An

error in both is a too zonal southern tropical convergence

zone across the Pacific. Such a bias is common to many

current CGCM, though the error here is not as serious as in

some other models (Davey and co-authors 2002; Guilyardi

2006). In HDC this bias has been made worse with more

equatorial convection over the cold tongue, due to the

warming of SST by Dsst. This change in precipitation is

apparently a redistribution of precipitation from the

northern ITCZ toward the equator. In the western Pacific

there is an increase in precipitation just south of the equator
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from the Papa New Guinea to around 170�E which is an

improvement compared to climatology.

The changes in SST and precipitation are consistent with

the changes in the surface wind stress shown in Fig. 3a.

Over the western Pacific warm pool the light winds

(Fig. 3b) allow a large climatological Dsst (*0.5�C, see

Fig. 1e) which increases the mean SST (Fig. 1d). In

response to this there is an increase in precipitation (Fig. 2)

with an associated surface inflow producing an easterly

anomaly extending to the east which is seen around the

equator from 170�E to 150�W (Fig. 3a). This anomaly

increases the magnitude of the basic state winds. As the

magnitude of the wind stress is larger here than to the west

(110 to 160�E) Dsst is smaller in this region and results in

only a small difference in mean SST between HDC and

HDM (Fig. 1d). However, across the whole equatorial

Indo-Pacific warm pool there is little change in wind stress,

particularly over Indonesia. This nominal effect on the

basic state will become important in the discussion of the

MJO variability in the two experiments in Sect. 5. It should

also be noted that though there are other regions which

show larger changes in wind stress, for instance east of the

date line from 10�N to 30�N, these changes represent a

much smaller relative change in the mean wind stress

magnitude (Fig. 3b).

Though there are only small changes in the mean surface

wind stress in HDC the dynamical structure of the tropical

Pacific has been altered by the diurnal cycle in the same

manner as the forced OGCM simulations in B07. The surface

current differences show that there is an increase in the

equatorial divergence of the surface currents (Fig. 4a) and

there is an enhancement of the zonal currents of the Southern

Equatorial Current (SEC) (Fig. 4b). As with the OGCM

simulations in B07 this change is again due to stronger

shallow meridional overturning cells, or ‘‘Ekman cells’’, in

the tropical Pacific and a ‘trapping’ of momentum fluxes

from wind stress near the surface. This can be seen easily in

both an equatorial longitude-depth section of vertical

velocity and the latitude-depth section of meridional stream

function for the Pacific which are shown in Fig. 5. The figure

shows that the equatorial upwelling and Ekman cells are

roughly 10% stronger in HDC in line with B07.

Fig. 1 Mean SST from AMIP project (Gates et al. 1998) (a), HDM

(experiment with daily mean coupling) (b), HDC (experiment with a

resolved diurnal cycle of coupling) (c), the difference between HDC

and HDM (d) and the mean diurnal SST variability (Dsst) from HDC

(e). In e grid cells where there is any fraction of land on a coastal tile

is shown as land due to a diagnostic problem
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4 Seasonal cycle

The seasonality of the tropical Pacific climate is dominated

by the large scale interaction of the atmosphere and ocean.

This interaction is manifest in the interrelation of the atmo-

spheric Walker circulation and the zonal SST gradient

between the western Pacific warm pool and the cold tongue

in the central and eastern equatorial regions. This coupling of

atmosphere and ocean involves many different mechanisms

in the climate system ranging from ocean dynamics (e.g.

equatorial upwelling) to atmospheric convection therefore

an accurate representation of the seasonal cycle in this region

is still an important challenge for CGCMs. In addition, recent

work by Guilyardi (2006) has suggested that there is a par-

titioning of energy between the seasonal cycle in the Pacific

sector and El Niño, potentially imparting more significance

on an accurate representation of the seasonal cycle.

In the first part of this study, B07 demonstrated that the

diurnal cycle both has a significant impact on the dyna-

mical behaviour of the tropical Pacific, and produces a

large climatological Dsst (up to 0.6�C) at low latitudes.

These impacts of the diurnal cycle were examined in forced

ocean-only simulations, with none of the complex atmo-

spheric feedbacks manifested, so the possible impact of

these effects on the seasonality of the coupled system could

only be speculated. The impact of the diurnal cycle on the

seasonal cycle of the coupled system is now examined with

reference to these mechanisms.

Figure 6 shows the climatological seasonal cycle of SST

along the equatorial Pacific for HDM (Fig. 6a) and the

difference between HDC and HDM (Fig. 6b). The
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modelled seasonal cycle of SST is in good agreement with

observations. Evident in (b) is the mean warming across the

equator seen in Fig. 1(d). In the eastern Pacific HDC is

warmer than HDM during the early spring (February–

March) when the annual cycle of SST is at its warmest.

During this period the ITCZ is near the equator, the trade

winds are relaxed and the upwelling of cold water is

reduced. As the trades re-intensify (April–May), the

upwelling strengthens and a cooling of SST begins. This

cooling is stronger in HDC than HDM such that even

though there is a mean warming on the equator in HDC

(Fig. 1d), HDC is cooler than HDM by June. As the eastern

Pacific SST starts to warm in the autumn (September–

November), HDC warms faster than HDM. The stronger

warming of the eastern Pacific in HDC is then seen to

propagate to the west.

Our explanation of Fig. 6 is the following. Starting in

boreal spring and moving through the seasonal cycle, once

the ITCZ moves north away from the equator and the trade

winds re-intensify the stronger dynamical response of the

upper ocean to the trade winds leads to a stronger and more

rapid cooling of the cold tongue. The increased speed with

which the cold tongue develops then leads to a more rapid

development of the trade wind circulation (Fig. 6d). In

addition to this there is the role of Dsst. During the

northern winter as the trades begin to drop in intensity

(November–May) and the cold tongue warms, the presence

of diurnal SST variability (Fig. 6c) increases the warming.

Once the trades start, the diurnal SST variability decreases

and the daily mean SST drops accordingly. This means that

the diurnal cycle in the upper ocean plays a part in the

coupled feedbacks between ocean and atmosphere that

maintain the basic state and the timing of the seasonal

cycle of the tropical Pacific.

This is also shown by examining the rate and change of

the season in HDC and HDM. Figure 7 shows the clima-

tological seasonal cycle of SST in HDM (a) and HDC (b)

as the rate of change in monthly mean equatorial SST from
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the previous month. This shows that during the spring

relaxation of the trade winds, the warming of SST in the

eastern Pacific is faster in HDC than in HDM due to Dsst.

Once the trade winds re-intensify, the cooling from

upwelling is stronger in HDC than in HDM. The change of

timing of the seasonal cycle of SST in the eastern Pacific is

thus enhanced by properly resolved diurnal coupling in

HDC and the associated increase in seasonal Bejerknes

feedbacks (Bjerknes 1969).

5 Madden–Julian oscillation

B07 demonstrated that the inclusion of the diurnal cycle in

the upper ocean leads to an increase in the magnitude of the

intraseasonal SST response to the MJO across the equa-

torial Indo-Pacific warm pool. It was argued that in a

coupled framework a larger SST response for a given

variation of surface fluxes may be able to force a stronger

response from the atmosphere, thereby leading to an

increase in the strength of the thermodynamical coupling

between the ocean and atmosphere and potentially improve

the representation of the MJO. This hypothesis is now

examined using several diagnostics including large scale

indices of MJO activity and composite MJO events.

A classical diagnostic of MJO activity is the MJO index

as defined by Slingo et al. (1999). This is formed by first

calculating the variance of daily values of zonal mean

200 hPa zonal winds between 10�S and 10�N. The result is

then filtered using a 20–100 day band pass filter and a

100 day running mean is then applied to the variance.

Slingo et al. (1999) show that this index of the intrasea-

sonal variability of tropical upper level winds is well

correlated with MJO activity in reanalysis. The mean val-

ues of this index given in Table 1 for HDM and HDC, as

well as for ERA-40. The mean value in HDM is 1.90

whereas the mean of HDC is 1.67, a reduction of 12%,

implying a decrease in mean MJO activity in HDC, which
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would seem to contaradict the hypothesis above. An

explaination for this is proposed in the concluding dis-

cussions. Both experiments have lower than observed mean

values of the index implying that the MJO is less active

than in observations. Such a finding is common to many

CGCM (Lin et al. 2006) though the global index of Slingo

et al. (1999) should be used with caution as it mixes many

intraseasonal signals.

Woolnough et al. (2000) used lag correlations of

observed precipitation and SST to show that there is a

coherent lag correlation between intraseasonally varying

SST, atmospheric convection and the associated variability

of surface fluxes across the Indian and western Pacific

equatorial oceans. Woolnough et al. (2001) then used aqua

planet experiments to show that SST anomalies of the size

observed in association with the MJO are able to drive

convective anomalies, demonstrating the possibility that

the MJO is at least to some extent a coupled ocean–

atmosphere phenomena.

Lag correlation of precipitation with SST are shown for

HDM and HDC in Fig. 8a and b, respectively, where both

fields have been pre-processed with a 20–100 days Lanc-

zos band-pass filter. The line of zero lag correlation of SST

and the convective maxima in HDC is a average of around

3 days sooner when compared to HDM. An increase in the

SST warming associated with the quiescent phase of the

MJO by Dsst, (demonstrated in B07), would not neces-

sarily lead to stronger lag correlation but would lead to a

change in the timing of the transition from positive to

negative anomaly. The explanation of this is that the SST

maximum would be increased while the minimum remains

the same. In the filtering process this would lead to the

timing of the transition from positive to negative being

shifted toward the warm phase, as seen in Fig. 8.

The range of scales of variability of tropical convection

within the envelope of the MJO makes comparison of

individual events difficult. A useful technique for exami-

ning the characteristics of the MJO is the approach of

compositing over several events (Hendon and Salby

1994;Woolnough et al. 2000; Inness and Slingo 2003;

Rajendran and Kitoh 2006). Here the technique first pre-

sented in Woolnough et al. (2000) and then modified by

Inness and Slingo (2003) is used to identify individual

events. The only difference in the compositing technique

used here to that of Inness and Slingo (2003) is that here a

different processing step is used to the final subjective

removal of standing wave patterns that are identified as

events. In the present study this step is replaced by a

requirement that propagating disturbances must have a

positive anomaly over the entire time where and when it is

identified as a propagating event. This step produces simi-

lar results to the technique of Inness and Slingo (2003)

whilst removing any subjective element in event selection.

Composites are then performed for different variables from

identified events to examine the coherence and propagation

of the MJO.

Precipitation is used as a proxy for tropical convection

to identify MJO events and composites made at 60, 90, 120

and 150�E, to represent the different phases of the MJO

from the Indian Ocean, its passage through the maritime

continent and into the western Pacific warm pool. Only

maxima between October and April are considered as the

boreal summer MJO has been observed to have quite dif-

ferent characteristics by Annamalai and Slingo (2001).

The composites of precipitation from HDM and HDC are

shown in Fig. 9. These composites show a consistent pic-

ture of a stronger and more coherent signal in the diurnally

coupled HDC than HDM. At 60�E the positive signal

remains strong extending to 120�E rather than rapidly

dropping off as seen in HDM. The same is true with a

stronger more organised signal in HDC for the composites

based at 90�E. There is also suggestion here that the pre-

ceding and subsequent negative phase of the MJO (the

convectively suppressed phase) is stronger in HDC. This is

also particularly evident in the composites at 120�E as the

MJO starts to cross the maritime continent with a clear

propagation of the negative phase out into the warm pool

which is not seen in the HDM composite. By 150�E the

HDM composite is starting to become weak with a standing

wave pattern starting to appear to the east, while the HDC

composite maintains a good propagation of both phases out

into the warm pool, with suggestion of the previous and next

events evident at large lead and lags respectively.

The hypothesis from B07 is that an increased SST

response to the MJO (due to resolving Dsst) would lead to

a stronger and more coherent MJO. Figure 9 clearly shows

an improvement, but if the hypothesis of B07 is the cause

of this, a stronger SST signal should be seen in the HDC

composite. Figure 10 shows the precipitation-based SST

composites for the two experiments. At 60�E it is hard to

distinguish any evidence of an improvement in the propa-

gation of the SST signal that is evident in the precipitation

signal (Fig. 9). At 90�E, however, differences are starting

to become more apparent with a much stronger and more

coherent signal in HDC which propagates out clearly

toward the date line whereas the HDM composite decays

more rapidly. The preceding and subsequent phases are

also much stronger in HDC in line with results from the

precipitation composites. In the 120 and 150�E composites

the HDM signal is very weak indeed compared to the HDC

whereas the signal remains strong and shows a coherent

Fig. 6 Climatological seasonal cycle across the equatorial Pacific:

SST from HDM (a), the difference in SST between HDC and HDM

(b), diurnal SST variability from HDC (c) and difference in zonal

wind stress between HDC and HDM (d)

c
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propagation. This strong signal in the SST signature of the

composites based on precipitation variability in HDC

shows that the original hypothesis, that the stronger cou-

pling implied by the inclusion of the diurnal cycle, is

correct.

Other composites of the surface heat flux variability and

wind stress (not shown) also show similar results to the

precipitation and SST, that is, a stronger and a more

coherent signature of the MJO is seen in HDC than in

HDM across the tropical Indo-Pacific.

6 Discussion and conclusions

Many previous studies have examined the diurnal cycle in

the atmosphere but the diurnal cycle of the upper ocean and

of ocean–atmosphere interaction has received little atten-

tion. The two parts of this study aimed to examine the role

of the diurnal cycle of ocean–atmosphere coupling in the

mean state and variability of the tropical climate. Of par-

ticular focus has been its role in the MJO due to the poor

representation of the MJO in most CGCM and its domi-

nance of tropical intraseasonal variability and interaction

with other diverse climate phenomena such as the

Monsoon and El Niño.

In the first part of this study (B07), a high vertical

resolution (301 level) OGCM configuration with modified

physics was configured to resolve the diurnal cycle in the

upper ocean. The model was validated against in-situ and

satellite data. It was then shown that the inclusion of the

diurnal cycle and resulting Dsst lead to an increase in the

intraseasonal SST response of the Indo-Pacific to the MJO

of around 25%, in line with the findings of the idealised 1-D

mixed layer modelling study of Bernie et al. (2005). The

inclusion of a properly resolved diurnal cycle also resulted

in an increase in the strength of the Pacific sub-tropical cells

by reducing the exchange of momentum between the

equatorially divergent surface Ekmann layer and the equa-

torially convergent geostrophic currents at depth. Through

its thermodynamical and dynamical effects the diurnal

cycle in the upper ocean was proposed to have the potential
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Fig. 7 The climatological monthly rate of change of SST along the equatorial Pacific for experiments HDM (a) and HDC (b)

Table 1 Mean values of the MJO index defined by Slingo et al.

(1999), in coupled simulations performed in this study

Data source Data length (years) Mean index

HDM 50 1.90

HDC 50 1.67

ERA-40 20 2.31

Values for the ERA-40 reanalysis are also given for reference
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to produce systematic changes in the tropical climate

however, such impacts could only be addressed in coupled

ocean-atmosphere GCM experiments.

In the present paper the OGCM configuration developed

in B07 was included in a CGCM. Two 50 year experiments

were performed with the model using daily mean or

3 hourly coupling to assess the sensitivity of the tropical

climate to inclusion of the diurnal cycle.

Sea surface temperature, a central variable for ocean-

atmosphere interaction, was found to have systematically

warmer values across the equatorial pacific due to the

rectification of the mean SST by a large mean Dsst which

reached mean values of over 0.6�C in parts of the eastern

Pacific. The equatorial warming of the Pacific lead to

increased precipitation along the equator with an associated

change in dynamical fields in the atmosphere. In the ocean

there is an increase in the strength of subtropical cells due

to the diurnal cycle, documented in the forced OGCM by

B07, with stronger (10%) equatorial upwelling and an

increase in the surface equatorial divergence.

The thermodynamical and dynamical impacts of the

diurnal cycle in the upper ocean where then found to

combine in producing stronger basin scale ocean-atmo-

sphere feedbacks on the seasonal cycle, leading to a

stronger seasonal cycle of the coupled system in the eastern

Pacific with a signal that then propagates west across the

Pacific. Starting in boreal spring and moving through the

seasonal cycle, once the ITCZ moves north away from the

equator and the trade winds re-intensify, the stronger

dynamical response of the upper ocean to the trade winds

leads to a stronger and more rapid cooling of the cold

tongue. The increased speed with which the cold tongue

develops then leads to a more rapid development of the

trade wind circulation. In addition to this, there is the role

of Dsst. During the northern winter as the trades begin to

drop in intensity (November to May) and the cold tongue

warms, the presence of Dsst (Fig. 6d) increases the

warming due to a rectification of the daily mean SST. Once

the trades then start, the Dsst decreases and the daily mean

SST drops accordingly also enhancing the seasonality of

the system. This means that the diurnal cycle in the upper

ocean plays a part in the coupled feedbacks between ocean

and atmosphere that maintain the basic state and the timing

of the seasonal cycle of the tropical Pacific.

The change in strength of the shallow meridional cells

by changes in mixing characteristics has been discussed in

several previous studies. For example Blanke and Dele-

cluse (1993) show that the first order effect of a change in

vertical mixing scheme in a tropical Atlantic OGCM is a

change in the equatorial upwelling. Though the present

study is not using a different mixing scheme in its sensi-

tivity experiments, the way the vertical mixing is

represented in terms of its temporal variability is altered

and this essentially affects the vertical mixing of momen-

tum which in turn effects the horizontal current structure

and therefore the STCs, this time in the Pacific. Similarly

Maes et al. (1997) show that the equatorial Pacific STCs

adjust to changes in the prescribed lateral diffusion and so

it is potentially not surprising that conversely changes in

the vertical mixing lead to adjustment of the horizontal

fields. However, the dynamical effect of the diurnal cycle

has only had a small effect upon the seasonality of the

coupled system considering that there is a relatively large

change in the dynamical behaviour of the ocean. This is

potentially a result of the relatively low atmospheric

resolution inhibiting how well it can ‘see’ the ocean

response (see discussion of Guilyardi 2006) as the surface

signature of the dynamically controlled cold tongue has

(a)

(b)

Fig. 8 Lag correlations between precipitation and SST. Negative lags
indicate that the convection lags SST; positive lags indicate that the

convection leads the surface fields. The sign convention is such that

positive correlations indicate that enhanced precipitation is correlated

with a negative SST anomaly. Negative correlations are shaded. Data

is averaged between 10�S and 10�N for HDM (a) and HDC (b). These

indicate a change in the timing between maxima in precipitation and

SST by over 3 days
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only a small meridional extent and it is possible that the

smoothing out of any change in this signature by the coarse

atmospheric resolution used here is reducing the potential

impact of the diurnal cycle.

Composites of the MJO are made for each simulation

based on the variability of precipitation as a proxy for

atmospheric convection. The precipitation composites

show that the MJO is stronger and more coherent when the

diurnal cycle of coupling is resolved, with the propagation

and different phases being far more distinct both locally

and to larger lead times across the tropical Indo-Pacific.

The composites for SST based on precipitation variability

show that the same is true of SST and crucially that the

SST signal associated with the MJO is much stronger when

the diurnal cycle of coupling is resolved in line with the

results of part 1 of this study. This improvement in the

structure of the MJO is supported by the lag correlations of

precipitation with SST which show that the timing of the

zero correlation line (the transition from correlation to anti-

correlation) was shifted forward by an average of around

3 days across the Indo-Pacific consistent with the increase

in the magnitude of the intraseasonal warming of SST in

response to the MJO.

Overall these results imply that the inclusion of diurnal

ocean-atmosphere interaction has both increased the

strength of the coupling on the time scale of the MJO and

made the MJO therefore more dependent on the coupling

physics. However, the increased fidelity of ocean–atmo-

sphere coupling, by inclusion of the diurnal cycle, has not

proved to be a panacea for the MJO. Though the much

improved coupling has improved the MJO, future

improvements are more likely to come from developments

in atmospheric model physics rather than further improve-

ments in ocean-atmosphere coupling. For example the

interaction of atmospheric convection and dynamics which

has recently been shown to be poor in a number of atmo-

spheric models (Yang et al. 2006; Lin et al. 2006). The

importance of convective parameterisation is also

Fig. 9 Composites precipitation from MJO events identified from

10�N to 10�S mean 20–100 day band pass filtered precipitation

anomalies from 50 years of October to April output from HDM (left
column) and HDC (right column). Composites are from lead and lag

times of ±30 days based at longitudes of 60, 90, 120 and 150�E (from

top to bottom) to represent the different phases of the MJO as it

propagates from the Indian ocean, past the maritime continent out into

the western Pacific warm pool
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highlighted by Woolnough et al. (2007) who find no

significant change in forecast skill of the MJO, using the

ECMWF model, when Dsst is included. There is also the

role of the diurnal cycle of shallow congestus during

the suppressed phase of the MJO [c.f the recharge discharge

hypothesis of Blade and Hartmann (1993)] highlighted in

the introduction. Though the model used here has a higher

vertical resolution to better resolve shallow congestus

convection, there is no explicit representation of this

population of clouds in this model and the diurnal cycle

over the ocean has previously been shown to be poor in its

diurnal phasing of convection (Yang and Slingo 2001). It is

for these reasons that a study of the diurnal cycle of

atmospheric convection driven by the Dsst was omitted in

the present study. However this study has shown that the

diurnal cycle of the upper ocean and ocean-atmosphere

coupling is an important for the MJO.

There are a number of implications from this work for

climate science and the future design of coupled models.

From a scientific point of view diurnal coupling has been

demonstrated for the first time to have a significant effect

on various aspects of the coupled system. The most ubiq-

uitous feature, the diurnal variability of SST, has been

shown to enhance the SST response to the MJO and

therefore increase the effective strength of air-sea coupling

leading to more coherent and structured MJO. It has also

been demonstrated that the diurnal variability of momen-

tum mixing in the ocean has a basin scale impact on the

dynamics of the tropical pacific which, combined with

diurnal SST variability, are involved in strengthening the

coupled feedbacks in the Pacific sector thereby enhancing

its seasonality. As a result of the demonstrated sensitivity

of CGCM it is strongly recommended that the diurnal cycle

of ocean atmosphere coupling should be included in future

climate model development.
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